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一、以下是《老子》第二章全文的英譯： 

When the people of the world all know beauty as beauty, there arises the recognition of ugliness. 
When they all know the good as good, there arises the recognition of evil. 
Therefore: 

Being and non-being produce each other;  
Difficult and easy complete each other; 
Long and short contrast each other; 
High and low distinguish each other; 
Sound and voice harmonize with each other; 
Front and back follow each other. 
Therefore the sage manages affairs without action (wu-wei, 無為) 
And spreads doctrines without words. 
All things arise, and he does not turn away from them. 
He produces them, but does not take possession of them. 
He acts, but does not rely on his own ability.  
He accomplishes his task, but does not claim credit for it. 
It is precisely because he does not claim credit that his accomplishment remains within him.  

此章關涉老子的一些哲學思想，請按此章所提示者申論之。(25%) 

 

二、以下文字是評論孔子一些主要哲學觀念的： 

Furthermore, instead of perpetuating the ancient understanding of jen (仁) as a particular virtue, he 
transformed it into general virtue. It is true that in a few cases jen is still used by Confucius as a particular 
virtue, in the sense of benevolence. But in most cases, to Confucius the man of jen is the perfect man. He is 
the true chün-tzu (君子). He is a man of the golden rule, for, “wishing to establish his own character, he also 
establishes the character of others, and wishing to be prominent himself, he also helps others to be 
prominent.” In these balanced and harmonized aspects of the self and society, jen is expressed in term of 
chung (忠) and shu (恕), or conscientiousness and altruism, which is the “one thread” running through 
Confucius’ teachings, and which is in essence the golden mean as well as the golden rule. It was the 
extension of this idea of jen that became the Neo-Confucian doctrine of man’s forming one body with 
Heaven, or the unity of man and Nature (天), and it was because of the character of jen in man that later 
Confucianists have adhered to the theory of the original good nature of man. 

試解說與討論這段評論的內容。(25%) 
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三、以下共有三小題，請根據各題題目指示作答。 

 

（一）請詳細閱讀下列英文，並將其翻譯成中文。（15 分） 

The criterion we actually use in determining whether something is a hallucination, says 
Berkeley, is to observe whether the sense-experience in question belongs to a family. In 
doing this, we relate our sense-experiences to one another. We do not do what Lockean 
realism would seem to require: relate our sense-experiences to a reality outside our 
sense-experience to see whether they correspond. According to Locke, if we have a table 
experience and there’s no table, it’s a hallucination; and if there is a table, it’s not a 
hallucination (it is then veridical—a “true” perception). But we could never apply such a 
correspondence test, for we could never get outside our sense-experiences to discover 
whether there is something outside them to correspond to them. We never in fact even 
attempt to apply such a test. We compare our sense-experiences with one another, not with 
something else that isn’t sense-experience.  
 

（二）請詳細閱讀下列英文，並將其翻譯成中文。（15 分） 

Some philosophers have held that there are ethical sentences—sentences containing ethical 
terms like “good,” “bad,” “right,” “wrong,” and so on—but that these sentences express no 
propositions, that they contain nothing that could be called true or false. According to the 
emotive theory of ethics, there are no moral truths; sentences containing moral terms like 
“good” express no propositions at all, and we don’t see this right away because these 
sentences have the same grammatical form as other sentences that do express propositions. 
“Promise-breaking is bad” looks very much like “Promise-breaking is a frequent occurrence,” 
but the second is an empirical statement that we can all confirm for ourselves without much 
trouble, whereas the first is not. According to the emotive theory, you are asserting no 
proposition but only registering your disapproval of the practice of breaking one’s promises.  
 

（三）請用流暢的英文（大約 140-160 字），說明柏拉圖（Plato）的理型（Forms; Ideas）
概念。（20 分） 

 

 

 

 


